Objective. Neck masses are common in adults, but often the underlying etiology is not easily identifiable. While infections cause most of the neck masses in children, most persistent neck masses in adults are neoplasms. Malignant neoplasms far exceed any other etiology of adult neck mass. Importantly, an asymptomatic neck mass may be the initial or only clinically apparent manifestation of head and neck cancer, such as squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), lymphoma, thyroid, or salivary gland cancer. Evidence suggests that a neck mass in the adult patient should be considered malignant until proven otherwise. Timely diagnosis of a neck mass due to metastatic HNSCC is paramount because delayed diagnosis directly affects tumor stage and worsens prognosis. Unfortunately, despite substantial advances in testing modalities over the last few decades, diagnostic delays are common. Currently, there is only 1 evidence-based clinical practice guideline to assist clinicians in evaluating an adult with a neck mass. Additionally, much of the available information is fragmented, disorganized, or focused on specific etiologies. In addition, although there is literature related to the diagnostic accuracy of individual tests, there is little guidance about rational sequencing of tests in the course of clinical care. This guideline strives to bring a coherent, evidence-based, multidisciplinary perspective to the evaluation of the neck mass with the intention to facilitate prompt diagnosis and enhance patient outcomes.
Purpose. The primary purpose of this guideline is to promote the efficient, effective, and accurate diagnostic workup of neck masses to ensure that adults with potentially malignant disease receive prompt diagnosis and intervention to optimize outcomes. Specific goals include reducing delays in diagnosis of HNSCC; promoting appropriate testing, including imaging, pathologic evaluation, and empiric medical therapies; reduc-ing inappropriate testing; and promoting appropriate physical examination when cancer is suspected. The target patient for this guideline is anyone ≥18 years old with a neck mass. The target clinician for this guideline is anyone who may be the first clinician whom a patient with a neck mass encounters. This includes clinicians in primary care, dentistry, and emergency medicine, as well as pathologists and radiologists who have a role in diagnosing neck masses. This guideline does not apply to children. This guideline addresses the initial broad differential diagnosis of a neck mass in an adult. However, the intention is only to assist the clinician with a basic understanding of the broad array of possible entities. The intention is not to direct management of a neck mass known to originate from thyroid, salivary gland, mandibular, or dental pathology as management recommendations for these etiologies already exist. This guideline also does not address the subsequent management of specific pathologic entities, as treatment recommendations for benign and malignant neck masses can be found elsewhere. Instead, this guideline is restricted to addressing the appropriate work-up of an adult patient with a neck mass that may be malignant in order to expedite diagnosis and referral to a head and neck cancer specialist. The Guideline Development Group sought to craft a set of actionable statements relevant to diagnostic decisions made by a clinician in the workup of an adult patient with a neck mass. Furthermore, where possible, the Guideline Development Group incorporated evidence to promote highquality and cost-effective care.
Action Statements. The development group made a strong recommendation that clinicians should order a neck computed tomography (or magnetic resonance imaging) with contrast for patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy.
The development group made the following recommendations: (1) Clinicians should identify patients with a neck mass who are at increased risk for malignancy because the patient lacks a history of infectious etiology and the mass has been present for ≥2 weeks without significant fluctuation or the mass is of uncertain duration. (2) Clinicians should identify patients with a neck mass who are at increased risk for malignancy based on ≥1 of these physical examination characteristics: fixation to adjacent tissues, firm consistency, size >1.5 cm, or ulceration of overlying skin. (3) Clinicians should conduct an initial history and physical examination for patients with a neck mass to identify those with other suspicious findings that represent an increased risk for malignancy. (4) For patients with a neck mass who are not at increased risk for malignancy, clinicians or their designees should advise patients of criteria that would trigger the need for additional evaluation. Clinicians or their designees should also document a plan for follow-up to assess resolution or final diagnosis. (5) For patients with a neck mass who are deemed at increased risk for malignancy, clinicians or their designees should explain to the patient the significance of being at increased risk and explain any recommended diagnostic tests. (6) Clinicians should perform, or refer the patient to a clinician who can perform, a targeted physical examination (including visualizing the mucosa of the larynx, base of tongue, and pharynx) for patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy. (7) Clinicians should perform fine-needle aspiration (FNA) instead of open biopsy, or refer the patient to someone who can perform FNA, for patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy when the diagnosis of the neck mass remains uncertain. (8) For patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy, clinicians should continue evaluation of patients with a cystic neck mass, as determined by FNA or imaging studies, until a diagnosis is obtained and should not assume that the mass is benign. (9) Clinicians should obtain additional ancillary tests based on the patient's history and physical examination when a patient with a neck mass is deemed at increased risk for malignancy who does not have a diagnosis after FNA and imaging. (10) Clinicians should recommend evaluation of the upper aerodigestive tract under anesthesia, before open biopsy, for patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy and without a diagnosis or primary site identified with FNA, imaging, and/or ancillary tests.
The development group recommended against clinicians routinely prescribing antibiotic therapy for patients with a neck mass unless there are signs and symptoms of bacterial infection.
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Received April 19, 2017 ; revised June 13, 2017; accepted July 5, 2017. N eck masses are common in adults, but often the underlying etiology is not easily identifiable. While infections cause most of the neck masses in children, most persistent neck masses in adults are neoplasms. Malignant neoplasms far exceed any other etiology of adult neck mass. [1] [2] [3] As used in this guideline, a neck mass is defined as an abnormal lesion (congenital or acquired) that is visible, palpable, or seen on an imaging study. The Guideline Development Group (GDG) further qualified neck masses as any mass below the mandible, above the clavicle, and deep to the skin, although it may involve the overlying skin secondarily. Neck masses may develop from infectious, inflammatory, congenital, traumatic, benign, or malignant neoplastic processes. Importantly, an asymptomatic neck mass may be the initial or only clinically apparent manifestation of head and neck cancer, such as squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), lymphoma, thyroid, or salivary gland cancer. Evidence suggests that a neck mass in the adult patient should be considered malignant until proven otherwise. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Timely diagnosis of a neck mass due to metastatic HNSCC is paramount because delayed diagnosis directly affects tumor stage and worsens prognosis. [9] [10] [11] Unfortunately, despite substantial advances in testing modalities over the last few decades, diagnostic delays are common. Forty years ago, patients with a neck mass experienced an average of a 5-to 6-month delay from the time of initial presentation to the diagnosis of malignancy. 12 Today, studies continue to report delays as long as 3 to 6 months. [13] [14] [15] The epidemiology and clinical presentation of mucosal HNSCC have changed recently. Coupled with the substantial morbidity and mortality of this disease, metastatic mucosal HNSCC is the focus of this guideline. However, a malignant neck mass can result from other disease entities, including lymphoma, skin, thyroid, and salivary gland cancer. The workup outlined in the action statements of this guideline may be applied to any cancer that has metastasized to the neck without an obvious primary.
Mucosal HNSCC may originate in the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx, nasopharynx, or larynx. Occult metastatic spread from the primary cancer to the regional lymph nodes and continued tumor growth within the lymph nodes result in a neck mass. In 2016, an estimated 62,000 people will be diagnosed with HNSCC. 16 The incidence of HNSCC of the oropharynx in particular is on the rise-in part as a consequence of infection with the human papilloma virus (HPV). For these reasons, expediting the diagnosis of HNSCC is the principal quality improvement opportunity of this guideline.
The incidence of HPV-positive HNSCC of the oropharynx has more than doubled, whereas the incidence of HPVnegative cancers has decreased by half. 17 The rate of HPVpositive HNSCC of the oropharynx (tonsil and base of tongue) is rising so rapidly that by 2020 the incidence of HPV-positive oropharyngeal cancer is estimated to exceed that of HPVpositive uterine cervical cancer. 18, 19 Patients affected with HPV-positive oropharyngeal HNSCC often present with neck metastasis without an obvious primary malignancy. Two features of HPV-positive HNSCC may contribute to delayed diagnosis. First, as compared with patients with traditional HNSCC that is HPV-negative, patients with HPV-positive tumors are younger and often lack tobacco and alcohol exposure, the 2 most common classic risk factors. Second, because cervical metastases from HPV-positive HNSCC may be cystic, they are often mistaken for branchial cleft cysts, further contributing to delay in diagnosis. 20, 21 Currently, there is only 1 evidence-based clinical practice guideline to assist clinicians in evaluating an adult with a neck mass. 8 Additionally, much of the available information is fragmented, disorganized, or focused on specific etiologies. In addition, although there is literature related to the diagnostic accuracy of individual tests, there is little guidance about rational sequencing of tests in the course of clinical care. This guideline strives to bring a coherent, evidence-based, multidisciplinary perspective to the evaluation of the neck mass with the intention to facilitate prompt diagnosis and enhance patient outcomes.
Guideline Purpose
The primary purpose of this guideline is to promote the efficient, effective, and accurate diagnostic workup of neck masses to ensure that adults with potentially malignant disease receive prompt diagnosis and intervention to optimize outcomes. Specific goals include reducing delays in diagnosis of HNSCC; promoting appropriate testing, including imaging, pathologic evaluation, and empiric medical therapies; reducing inappropriate testing; and promoting appropriate physical examination when cancer is suspected.
The target patient for this guideline is anyone ≥18 years old with a neck mass. The target clinician for this guideline is anyone who may be the first clinician whom a patient with a neck mass encounters. This includes clinicians in primary care, dentistry, and emergency medicine, as well as pathologists and radiologists who have a role in diagnosing neck masses. This guideline does not apply to children.
This guideline addresses the initial broad differential diagnosis of a neck mass in an adult. However, the intention is only to assist the clinician with a basic understanding of the broad array of possible entities. The intention is not to direct management of a neck mass known to originate from thyroid, salivary gland, mandibular, or dental pathology, as management recommendations for these etiologies already exist. 22, 23 This guideline also does not address the subsequent management of specific pathologic entities, as treatment recommendations for benign and malignant neck masses can be found elsewhere. 23, 24 Instead, this guideline is restricted to addressing the appropriate workup of an adult patient with a neck mass that may be malignant, to expedite diagnosis and referral to a head and neck cancer specialist.
The GDG sought to craft a set of actionable statements relevant to diagnostic decisions made by a clinician in the workup of an adult patient with a neck mass. Furthermore, where possible, the GDG incorporated evidence to promote high-quality and cost-effective care.
Health Care Burden Epidemiology
Many adults develop an inflammatory neck mass associated with viral or bacterial respiratory infections. However, inflammatory cervical lymphadenopathy is most often self-limited, resolving within weeks, and as such, patients with inflammatory cervical lymphadenopathy typically do not present for evaluation. For this reason, we lack data on the overall incidence of adult neck mass.
We also lack specific data on the incidence of persistent neck mass-a mass that lasts longer than expected for a selflimited problem. 25 We can crudely estimate the incidence from 2 statistics. First, about half of the 62,000 cases of head and neck cancer diagnosed in 2016 will present with a neck mass, suggesting that 30,000 patients will present with a malignant neck mass (www.cancer.org). Second, the fact that about half of all adult neck masses are malignant suggests that an additional 30,000 patients will present with a persistent neck mass of benign etiology. 4, 26 Although a malignant neck mass in an adult is most often due to HNSCC, it may also be due to lymphoma, thyroid cancer, salivary gland malignancy, skin cancer, or metastasis from distant sites.
Human Papillomavirus
HNSCC has a worldwide annual incidence of 550,000 cases, representing 5% of all newly diagnosed cancers. 27 In recent decades, people in developed countries have reduced their tobacco consumption, resulting in a lower incidence of HNSCC of the oral cavity, larynx, and hypopharynx. 28 Unfortunately, these gains have been offset by a precipitous increase in HNSCC of the oropharynx (tonsil and base of tongue). The rise in oropharyngeal HNSCC is attributed to increasing prevalence of high-risk HPV infection, specifically HPV subtype 16, which is estimated to be present in the oropharynx of 1% of sexually active adults at any given time. 19 From 1988 to 2004, the US population experienced a 225% increase in HPVpositive oropharyngeal HNSCC. 17 Compared with HPVnegative HNSCC, HPV-positive HNSCC is associated with younger age, male sex, more oral and vaginal sexual partners, better dentition, less or no tobacco exposure, less alcohol consumption, greater marijuana use, higher education level, and higher socioeconomic status. 29 Over 70% of new cases of oropharyngeal HNSCC are attributable to HPV subtype 16. If current trends continue, the incidence of HPV-positive oropharyngeal HNSCC will surpass that of HPV-positive cancer of the uterine cervix by 2020 and constitute 50% of all HNSCC by 2030. 17 As a result, many experts believe that there is an epidemic of HPV-positive oropharyngeal HNSCC. 30 Patients with HPV-positive HNSCC commonly present with a neck mass as the only symptom of concern. 31,32 Unfortunately, clinicians may consider these patients at low risk for cancer due to their younger age or lack of significant tobacco and alcohol exposure, resulting in delayed cancer diagnosis. 33 
Diagnostic Delay
An adult patient with a neck mass who experiences delayed diagnosis of metastatic cancer may suffer progression of disease with increased mortality and poorer functional outcome. 10 Occult tumor spread from a primary mucosal malignancy to the regional lymph nodes indicates progression of disease, which requires timely management to prevent a more advanced cancer stage.
Among patients with HNSCC who present with neck mass, diagnostic delay is common. Delays in diagnosis of 3 to 6 months have been reported, [12] [13] [14] [15] which is particularly disappointing knowing that delays as short as 2 months are associated with worse functional outcomes, [34] [35] [36] lower quality of life, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] cancer recurrence, and death. [43] [44] [45] Delay in diagnosis may result from patient delay or professional delay. Patient delay is defined as delay from the onset of initial symptoms until clinical evaluation. Factors contributing to patient delay include illiteracy, rural location, and low socioeconomic status. 46, 47 Professional delay is defined as delay from the initial evaluation until definitive diagnosis. A recent study found that most patients with a neck mass due to metastatic HNSCC experienced professional delays, including delayed referral by the primary clinician, delayed scheduling by the consulting physician, and lengthy waits for diagnostic tests. 48 In addition to scheduling delays, delay for inappropriate antibiotic therapy is common, affecting 20% to 70% of patients. 48, 49 Guidance about the appropriate use of antibiotics for the neck mass and the avoidance of unnecessary antibiotics in the setting of a neck mass are additional quality improvement opportunities of this guideline.
Biopsy
Fine-needle aspiration (FNA), rather than open biopsy, is the preferred method for cancer diagnosis in a neck mass. Open biopsy is suboptimal because it risks tumor seeding and local and regional tumor recurrence. 7, 50, 51 Although we lack data on the frequency of open biopsy, comprehensive cancer centers report that patients are regularly referred for cancer care following inappropriate open neck biopsy. 52, 53 Two large academic tertiary referral head and neck cancer centers reported 45 patients evaluated over a 14-year period and 94 patients evaluated for >13 consecutive years with HNSCC who had undergone open neck biopsy. 52, 53 Most of the open biopsies, 100% and 87%, respectively, occurred in patients with HPVpositive HNSCC. Presumably this occurs because cervical metastases from HPV-positive HNSCC often have a cystic appearance on imaging and are thus mistaken for a benign cyst or abscess. 54, 55 HNSCC patients with a neck violated by inappropriate open biopsy often require more aggressive surgery and/or chemotherapy and radiation to achieve levels of disease control comparable to those of historical or concurrent controls. 52, 53 One study found that 7% of patients who had undergone open biopsy had tumor deposits in the dermal scars at the time of subsequent neck dissection. 52 Greater recognition that HPVpositive HNSCC often has a cystic appearance on imaging, coupled with appreciation of the role of FNA in cystic masses, may reduce diagnostic delays, complications, and cost of inappropriate open biopsy of the adult neck mass.
Methods

General Methods
This guideline was developed with an explicit and transparent a priori protocol for creating actionable statements based on supporting evidence and the associated balance of benefit and harm as outlined in the third edition of the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery Foundation (AAO-HNSF) guideline development manual. 56 The GDG consisted of 21 panel members representing experts in advanced practice nursing, clinical pathology, consumer advocacy, emergency medicine, general practice medicine, general surgery, head and neck surgery and oncology, otolaryngology, oral and maxillofacial surgery, physician assistants, and radiology.
Literature Search
The recommendations in this clinical practice guideline are based on systematic reviews identified by a professional information specialist using an explicit search strategy. Additional background evidence included randomized controlled trials and observational studies, as needed, to supplement the systematic reviews or to fill gaps when a review was not available. An information specialist conducted 2 systematic literature searches from December 2015 through February 2016 using a validated filter strategy to identify clinical practice guidelines, systematic reviews, randomized controlled trials, and comparative studies. The following search terms were used: The English-language searches were performed in multiple databases, including PubMed (MEDLINE), EMBASE, CINAHL, Cochrane Library, National Guideline Clearinghouse, NICE UK, and CMA Infobase (Canada). In certain instances, targeted searches for lower-level evidence were performed to address gaps from the systematic searches identified in writing the guideline from April 2016 through November 2016.
1. The initial search for clinical practice guidelines identified 11 guidelines. After removal of duplicates and irrelevant references, the total was 6 guidelines. Quality criteria for including guidelines were (a) an explicit scope and purpose, (b) multidisciplinary stakeholder involvement, (c) systematic literature review, (d) explicit system for ranking evidence, and (e) explicit system for linking evidence to recommendations. The final data set retained 3 guidelines that met inclusion criteria. 2. The initial search for systematic reviews identified 103 systematic reviews or meta-analyses. After removal of duplicates and irrelevant references, the total was 27 articles. Quality criteria for including reviews were (a) relevance to the guideline topic, (b) clear objective and methodology, (c) explicit search strategy, and (d) valid data extraction methods. The final data set retained was 10 systematic reviews or meta-analyses that met inclusion criteria.
3. The initial search for randomized controlled trials identified 20 trials. After removal of duplicates and irrelevant references, the total was 14 articles. Quality criteria for including randomized controlled trials were (a) relevance to the guideline topic, (b) publication in a peer-reviewed journal, and (c) clear methodology with randomized allocation to treatment groups. The total final data set retained 6 randomized controlled trials that met inclusion criteria. 4. The initial search for comparative studies identified 143 studies. After removal of duplicates and irrelevant references, the total was 140 articles. The quality criterion for including comparative studies was relevance to the guideline topic. The total final data set retained 51 comparative studies that met inclusion criteria.
In a series of conference calls, the GDG defined the scope and objectives of the proposed guideline. During the 12 months devoted to guideline development ending in August 2016, the GDG met twice, with in-person meetings following the format previously described, 56 with use of decision support software (BRIDGE-Wiz; Yale Center for Medical Informatics, New Haven, Connecticut) to facilitate the creation of actionable recommendations and evidence profiles. 57 Internal electronic review and feedback on each guideline draft were used to ensure accuracy of content and consistency with standardized criteria for reporting CPGs. 58 AAO-HNSF staff used the Guideline Implementability Appraisal and Extractor to appraise adherence of the draft guideline to methodological standards, to improve clarity of recommendations, and to predict potential obstacles to implementation. 59 Guideline panel members received summary appraisals in September 2016 and modified an advanced draft of the guideline.
The final guideline draft underwent extensive external peer review, including a period for open public comment. All comments received were compiled and reviewed by the panel's chair, and a modified version of the guideline was distributed and approved by the GDG. The recommendations contained in the guideline are based on the best available data published through April 2016. Where data were lacking, a combination of clinical experience and expert consensus was used. A scheduled review process will occur at 5 years from publication or sooner if new compelling evidence warrants earlier consideration.
Classification of Evidence-Based Statements
Guidelines are intended to reduce inappropriate variations in clinical care, produce optimal health outcomes for patients, and minimize harm. The evidence-based approach to guideline development requires that the evidence supporting a policy be identified, appraised, and summarized and that an explicit link between evidence and statements be defined. Evidence-based statements reflect both the quality of evidence and the balance of benefit and harm that is anticipated when the statement is followed. The definitions for evidence-based statements are listed in Tables 1 and 2 .
Guidelines are never intended to supersede professional judgment; rather, they may be viewed as a relative constraint on individual clinician discretion in a particular clinical circumstance. Less frequent practice variation is expected for a strong recommendation than what might be expected with a recommendation. Options offer the most opportunity for practice variability. 60 Clinicians should always act and decide in a way that they believe will best serve their patients' interests and needs, regardless of guideline recommendations. Guidelines represent the best judgment of a team of experienced clinicians and methodologists addressing the scientific evidence for a particular topic. 61 Making recommendations about health practices involves value judgments on the desirability of various outcomes associated with management options. Values applied by the GDG sought to minimize harm and diminish unnecessary and inappropriate therapy. A major goal of the panel was to be transparent and explicit about how values were applied and to document the process.
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Guideline Key Action Statements
Each evidence-based statement is organized in a similar fashion: a key action statement (KAS) in bold, followed by the strength of the recommendation in italics. Each KAS is followed by an "action statement profile" that explicitly states the quality improvement opportunity, aggregate evidence quality, level of confidence in evidence (high, medium, low), benefit, harms, risks, costs, and a benefits-harm assessment. Additionally, there are statements of any value judgments, the role of patient preferences, clarification of any intentional vagueness by the panel, exceptions to the statement, any differences of opinion, and a repeat statement of the strength of the recommendation. Several paragraphs subsequently discuss the evidence base supporting the statement. An overview of each evidence-based statement in this guideline can be found in Table 3 , and the relationship among the statements is depicted in Figure 1 .
The role of patient preferences in making decisions deserves further clarification. The role for patient preference depends on the clinical evidence behind each statement. Statements with clinical evidence that clearly demonstrates a benefit have less of a role for patient preference when compared with statements with a less convincing evidence base. Although some statements may have little room for patient Table 1 . Strength of Action Terms in Guideline Statements and Implied Levels of Obligation.
Strength
Definition Implied Obligation
Strong recommendation A strong recommendation means that the benefits of the recommended approach clearly exceed the harms (or, in the case of a strong negative recommendation, that the harms clearly exceed the benefits) and that the quality of the supporting evidence is high (grade A or B). a In some clearly identified circumstances, strong recommendations may be made based on lesser evidence when high-quality evidence is impossible to obtain and the anticipated benefits strongly outweigh the harms.
Clinicians should follow a strong recommendation unless a clear and compelling rationale for an alternative approach is present.
Recommendation
A recommendation means that the benefits exceed the harms (or, in the case of a negative recommendation, that the harms exceed the benefits), but the quality of evidence is not as high (grade B or C). a In some clearly identified circumstances, recommendations may be made based on lesser evidence when high-quality evidence is impossible to obtain and the anticipated benefits outweigh the harms.
Clinicians should also generally follow a recommendation but should remain alert to new information and sensitive to patient preferences.
Option
An option means that either the quality of evidence is suspect (grade D) a or well-done studies (grade A, B, or C) a show little clear advantage to one approach versus another.
Clinicians should be flexible in their decision making regarding appropriate practice, although they may set bounds on alternatives; patient preference should have a substantial influencing role. a See Table 3 for definitions of evidence grades.
preference, clinicians should provide patients with clear and comprehensible information to explain their recommendation to facilitate patient understanding and informed decision making. In cases where evidence is weak or benefits unclear, shared decision making-where the management decision is made by a collaborative effort between the clinician and an informed patient-is extremely useful. Factors related to patient preference include, but are not limited to, absolute benefits (number needed to treat), adverse effects (number needed to harm), quality of life, cost of drugs or procedures, and frequency and duration of treatment. Certain less tangible factors, such as religious and/or cultural beliefs and patients' social situations, should be considered.
STATEMENT 1. AVOIDANCE OF ANTIBIOTIC THER-APY: Clinicians should not routinely prescribe antibiotic therapy for patients with a neck mass unless there are signs and symptoms of bact\erial infection. Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefits over harm.
Action Statement Profile
• Quality improvement opportunity: Avoid routine treatment with antibiotics, which may be inappropriate or ineffective treatment for a neck mass, thus leading to delayed diagnosis of malignancy or other serious illness. (National Quality Strategy domains: safety, promoting effective treatment, affordable quality care) • Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, based on observational studies • Level of confidence in evidence: Medium • Benefits: Avoid delay in diagnosis of malignancy, promote judicious antibiotic therapy, limit bacterial resistance, reduce antibiotic adverse effects, reduced cost • Risks, harms, costs: Under treatment of a missed bacterial infection • Benefit-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm • Value judgments: Perception by GDG that antibiotics are common for noninfectious neck masses, delaying diagnosis and/or referral. Further perception that physical examination is the primary determinant of an infectious cause of a neck mass, and history is a secondary determinant. 
Supporting Text
Antibiotics should be used to treat a neck mass only if there is evidence of a bacterial infection. Judicious use of antibiotics will minimize the unintended consequences of their misuse, including side effects, development of bacterial resistance, unnecessary health care costs, and delayed diagnosis of a malignancy. 12 Most neck masses in adults are not infectious; instead, most of these masses are neoplastic. An appreciation of the relative infrequency of infectious etiologies of adult neck masses should direct the clinician to carefully consider the differential diagnosis of an adult neck mass, search for signs or symptoms consistent with an infectious process, and recognize the high likelihood of a malignancy before prescribing an antibiotic. Local signs and symptoms of infection include warmth, erythema of the overlying skin, localized swelling, and tenderness to palpation. 1, 64 Systemic signs of infection include fever, Table 3 . Guideline Key Action Statements.
Statement
Action Strength
Avoidance of antibiotic therapy
Clinicians should not routinely prescribe antibiotic therapy for patients with a neck mass unless there are signs and symptoms of bacterial infection.
Recommendation 2a. Stand-alone suspicious history Clinicians should identify patients with a neck mass who are at increased risk for malignancy because the patient lacks a history of infectious etiology and the mass has been present for ≥2 weeks without significant fluctuation or the mass is of uncertain duration.
Recommendation 2b. Stand-alone suspicious physical examination
Clinicians should identify patients with a neck mass who are at increased risk for malignancy based on ≥1 of these physical examination characteristics: fixation to adjacent tissues, firm consistency, size >1.5 cm, and/or ulceration of overlying skin.
Recommendation 2c. Additional suspicious signs and symptoms
Clinicians should conduct an initial history and physical examination for adults with a neck mass to identify those patients with other suspicious findings that represent an increased risk for malignancy.
Recommendation
Follow-up of the patient not at increased risk
For patients with a neck mass who are not at increased risk for malignancy, clinicians or their designees should advise patients of criteria that would trigger the need for additional evaluation. Clinicians or their designees should also document a plan for follow-up to assess resolution or final diagnosis.
Recommendation
Patient education
For patients with a neck mass who are deemed at increased risk for malignancy, clinicians or their designees should explain to the patient the significance of being at increased risk and explain any recommended diagnostic tests.
Recommendation
Targeted physical examination
Clinicians should perform, or refer the patient to a clinician who can perform, a targeted physical examination (including visualizing the mucosa of the larynx, base of tongue, and pharynx) for patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy. Recommendation tachycardia, and other symptoms specific to head and neck infections (eg, rhinorrhea, odynophagia, otalgia, odontalgia). 1, 5, 7 Even in the absence of these findings, one may suspect infection if the mass developed within a few days or weeks of an upper respiratory infection, dental problem, trauma (including insect bites), travel, or exposure to certain animals. 2,5,64-67
Reactive cervical lymphadenopathy commonly occurs with respiratory infection. Such lymphadenopathy, at least in children, typically resolves with the infectious symptoms or within a few days of completing treatment. 67 no reason to think that it is substantially different. While the literature on lymphadenopathy in adults is generally consistent with the idea that inflammatory nodes resolve commensurate with the infection, the literature is inconsistent about how long it may be reasonable to follow a neck mass attributed to inflammation. While some sources acknowledge that resolution of inflammatory lymphadenopathy may take 6 to 12 weeks, 1 most sources recommend a period of observation limited to 2 weeks 7,65,69 and do not advise delaying further evaluation for malignancy beyond the initial 2-week period. It is reasonable to prescribe a single course of a broadspectrum antibiotic to treat a neck mass that appears to be infectious, provided that the patient is followed to allow additional evaluation if the neck mass does not resolve. 7, 65, 66 A patient with neck mass who is treated with antibiotics should be reassessed within 2 weeks. 1, 7, 65 If the mass has not completely resolved, further workup for possible malignancy is recommended, as outlined elsewhere in this guideline. Partial resolution may represent infection in an underlying malignancy and so requires additional evaluation. 1, 5, 65, 66, 69 If infectious lymphadenopathy resolves as expected, the patient should be reassessed once more in 2 to 4 weeks to monitor for possible recurrence, which would prompt definitive workup for possible malignancy. 65 In the absence of signs and symptoms suggesting infection, empiric treatment with antibiotics should be avoided, and the mass should undergo further workup. 
STATEMENT 2a. STAND-ALONE SUSPICIOUS HIS-TORY: Clinicians should identify patients with a neck mass who are at increased risk for malignancy when the patient lacks a history of infectious etiology and the mass has been present for ≥2 weeks without significant fluctuation or the mass is of uncertain duration. Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefits over harm.
Action Statement Profile
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to use simple historical questions to identify patients with neck mass who are at increased risk for malignancy. Prompt identification of such patients will contribute to expeditious diagnosis of HNSCC, which is the principal quality improvement opportunity of this guideline.
A compelling history that may suggest an infectious etiology is a mass that develops within a few days or weeks of an upper respiratory infection, dental infection, trauma (including insect bites), travel, or exposure to certain animals. 2, 5, [64] [65] [66] [67] Signs of infection may be present, as outlined in KAS 1. Also, as previously outlined, a neck mass attributed to infection must be followed to resolution. An infectious mass that does not resolve is suspicious for malignancy. Likewise, in the absence of a compelling history of infection, the mass is suspicious for malignancy.
In the setting of a neck mass without recent infection, the clinician should establish the duration of the mass. The GDG felt that a noninfectious neck mass present ≥2 weeks without signs of improvement is concerning for malignancy. If the duration is unknown or if the patient was previously unaware of the mass, this also should be considered a persistent mass at increased risk for malignancy ( Table 4 ). Thyroid cancer, salivary cancer, and HPV-associated oropharynx cancer usually occur in the absence of any known risk factors. Thus, the mere presence of a neck mass present ≥2 weeks without signs of improvement is suspicious for malignancy even in the absence of any other risk factors.
Some persistent neck masses are benign and can be identified as such based on their clinical features. However, that clinical determination is based on additional criteria and substantial clinical expertise that cannot be encompassed in this guideline. In keeping with the purpose of this guideline, which is to expedite diagnosis of occult malignancy, the GDG chose to limit this action statement to simple criteria to identify patients who may be at increased risk of malignancy.
STATEMENT 2b. STAND-ALONE SUSPICIOUS PHYSI-CAL EXAMINATION: Clinicians should identify patients
with a neck mass who are at increased risk for malignancy based on ≥1 of these physical examination characteristics: fixation to adjacent tissues, firm consistency, size >1.5 cm, and/or ulceration of overlying skin. Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefits over harm. Prior head and neck malignancy places a patient at risk for local or regional (nodal) recurrence or a second malignancy. Patients with prior radiation treatment are at risk for a secondary neoplasm decades later.
Action Statement Profile
Nontender neck mass
An infectious or inflammatory neck mass may be painful or tender. A nontender mass is less likely infection or inflammation and more likely neoplastic.
Tonsil asymmetry
May indicate a malignancy within the larger tonsil.
Skin lesions (face, neck, scalp included)
Cutaneous malignancy can metastasize to the cervical lymph nodes.
Abbreviations: HNSCC, head and neck cancer squamous cell carcinoma; HPV, human papilloma virus.
• Role of patient preferences: None • Exceptions: None • Policy level: Recommendation • Differences of opinion: GDG debated whether firm consistency of the mass is a predictor of malignancy (majority opinion: 14 of 18 felt that firmness is predictive of malignancy); GDG also debated whether absolute size of the mass, regardless of neck location, is a predictor of malignancy.
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to identify patients with a neck mass that exhibits particular characteristics suggesting malignancy. The size, texture, mobility, location, laterality, and tenderness of a neck mass are characteristics that can aid the clinician in assessing the risk of malignancy. Malignant neck masses are likely to be >1.5 cm in diameter [70] [71] [72] and firm to palpation. 67, 73 Malignant neck masses may demonstrate reduced mobility in both longitudinal and transverse planes 6, 71 or may ulcerate the overlying skin either due to direct extension of the mass or because the mass is a primary skin cancer of the neck ( Table 4 ). Additional findings that suggest malignancy are the presence of multiple, grouped, matted lymph nodes 71 and continued increase in size of the neck mass. 1, 7, 73 Assessing the firmness of a neck mass is subjective. For this reason, firmness as a sole clinical feature may be less specific for malignancy than other physical findings. With HPVpositive HNSCC, soft, cystic masses may be malignant. Lymph node size as a sole feature is also not very specific for malignancy. Determination of the size of a lymph node based on physical examination varies across examiners. Studies have shown that caliper measurement is accurate and reproducible but is not widely utilized. 74 The GDG also recognizes that the size of a healthy lymph node varies according to location in the neck. A healthy jugulodigastric lymph node is typically the largest of all cervical lymph nodes, with 1.5 cm being the upper limit of normal. For this reason, the GDG decided that a size >1.5 cm was a reasonable indicator of possible malignancy in any cervical location.
STATEMENT 2c. ADDITIONAL SUSPICIOUS SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS: Clinicians should conduct an initial history and physical examination for all adults with a neck mass to identify those patients with an increased risk for malignancy. Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefits over harm.
Action Statement Profile
• Quality improvement opportunity: This statement moves beyond the previously noted stand-alone suspicious findings (lack of infectious etiology, ≥2-week duration of the mass, reduced mobility, firm texture, size >1.5 cm, ulceration) by using the initial history and examination to identify patients who have signs and symptoms that place them at increased risk of malignancy. (National Quality Strategy domains: safety, promoting effective prevention/treatments)
• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, based on case series • Level of confidence in evidence: Medium • Benefits: Improve outcomes through earlier diagnosis, identify patients with earlier stage of disease, prioritize testing for increased-risk patients, potentially reduce risk of distant metastases through earlier cancer identification, psychological benefit of timely evaluation, facilitate further care • Risks, harms, costs: False-positive clinical diagnosis resulting in subsequent tests and anxiety in patients with nonmalignant disease • Benefit-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm • Value judgments: The risk of missing or delaying diagnosis of malignancy in an increased-risk patient is more important than potentially misclassifying patients with nonmalignant disease. Assumption by the GDG that early identification of at-risk status with the initial history and physical examination can improve outcomes. Assumption by the GDG that the listed signs and symptoms can predict risk of cancer above and beyond lack of infectious etiology, ≥2 weeks' duration of mass, reduced mobility, firm texture, size >1.5 cm, ulceration. 
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to use the history and physical examination to identify additional suspicious factors that may indicate an increased risk for malignancy. This statement builds on the aforementioned features (lack of infectious etiology, ≥2 weeks' duration, reduced mobility, firm texture, size >1.5 cm, ulceration). A clinician may quickly assess a patient's symptoms and social risk factors, as well as perform an initial physical examination. This initial evaluation may raise concern for HNSCC or may point to alternative etiology of the neck mass. Importantly, the GDG strongly believes that clinicians do not require specialty training or special equipment to perform the aspects of the head and neck examination described within this statement. The initial evaluation may identify a primary malignancy or another etiology for the neck mass. This information should be obtained during the initial patient encounter, as it will direct subsequent management.
History
Historical factors that increase the suspicion for HNSCC include patient age >40 years, 6,7,55 tobacco use, alcohol abuse, or immuoncompromised status. 17, 19, 30, 75 In the HPV era of HNSCC, these risk factors may be absent. Increased number of sexual partners and oral sex increase the risk of HPVrelated oropharynx cancer. 29 Symptoms that increase suspicion include hoarseness 25,73,76 otalgia, 77 hearing loss, 73 lip or intraoral swelling/ulceration, 25, 75 new numbness in the oral cavity or cheek, dyspnea, odynophagia, 75, 76 dysphagia, 73, 75, 76 weight loss, 76 hemoptysis or blood in the saliva, nasal congestion, and unilateral epistaxis. 2, 73 Nonspecific findings that raise suspicion for lymphoma include fever, night sweats, weight loss, lymphadenopathy distant from the head and neck region, or immunosuppressive or immunomodulating medications. Thyroid cancer is common in women age <40 years. A patient with a history of prior head and neck malignancy, including skin cancer of the scalp, face, or neck, is also at increased risk of a malignant neck mass ( Table 4 ).
Physical Examination
The initial physical examination may alter the clinician's pretest probability of malignancy. This examination should include inspection of the face for swelling, edema, ulcerations, or pigmented lesions 73, 77 and scalp inspection for ulcerations or pigmented lesions. 73 A change in the appearance of a skin lesion's symmetry, border, color, or diameter or the presence of ulceration may suggest melanoma or other cutaneous malignancy. 67 Limited tongue mobility may indicate muscle or nerve invasion from tumor. A gauze can be used to grasp the tongue to facilitate inspection of its lateral aspects. Examination of the oral cavity requires removal of dentures for inspection of all surfaces and palpation of the floor of the mouth to identify ulcers or masses ( Table 4) . 70, 73, 77 Examination of the oropharynx requires a bright light and tongue depressor. The examiner should ask the patient to open the mouth but not to protrude the tongue. Protruding the tongue obscures the oropharynx and causes the tongue to resist inferior depression with the tongue depressor, further limiting visualization of the palate, tonsil region, and posterior wall of the oropharynx. Suspicious signs include tonsil asymmetry or mass or ulcer in any location. Palpation of the oral tongue, base of tongue, and tonsils can help confirm suspicion of a mass, especially if a patient relates symptoms in these areas. The oropharynx may be difficult to examine completely due to anatomic constraints, and the base of tongue cannot be examined without flexible laryngoscopy or indirect (mirror) laryngoscopy. In the setting of an incomplete examination, the clinician should refer the patient to a specialist. The clinician should palpate the neck and thyroid gland for masses. 70, 71, 73 In general, a nontender neck mass is more suspicious for malignancy than a tender neck mass (Table 4,  Figure 2 ). The clinician should also be aware of normal anatomic structures that are often mistaken for a pathologic neck mass, including the submandibular glands, the hyoid bone, the transverse process of C2, and the carotid bulb. 1, 2, 66 For a patient with a neck mass and otalgia, an unremarkable examination of the pinna, external auditory canal, and tympanic membrane suggests possible referred pain from a pharyngeal malignancy.
Physical examination is admittedly an imperfect test for identifying malignancy in a cervical node, and studies have demonstrated the limitation of neck examination among surgeons. 74, 78 Nonetheless, given the low cost and potential information to be gained, the initial physical examination is valuable if it can expedite diagnosis of a neck mass. If the patient or the mass exhibit stand-alone suspicious characteristics (KASs 2a and 2b) or the initial history and physical examination identify additional suspicious characteristics (KAS 2c), the patient is at increased risk of malignancy and should receive education (KAS 4) and undergo a targeted history and physical examination (KAS 5). 
STATEMENT 3. FOLLOW-UP OF THE PATIENT NOT AT INCREASED RISK: For patients with a neck mass who are not at increased risk for malignancy, clinicians or their designees should advise patients of criteria that would trigger the need for additional evaluation. Clinicians or their designees should also document a plan for follow-up to assess resolution or final diagnosis. Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefits over harm.
Action Statement Profile
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to decrease the risk associated with delayed or missed diagnosis of a malignant neck mass in a patient who is felt not to be at increased risk for malignancy because he or she does not meet the increased risk criteria (Figure 1, Table 4 ).
Follow-up is necessary because some neck masses initially attributed to benign pathology are later found to be malignant. Examples include patients with clinically diagnosed branchial cleft cysts but with subsequent pathologic diagnosis of metastatic HNSCC 21, 51, 55 or patients who develop infection in a necrotic metastatic lymph node. 79, 80 Presumptive diagnosis of a benign etiology may give the patient a false sense of security and dissuade the patient from seeking additional evaluation when needed.
Clinicians should inform patients of the expected response to treatment. Printed educational material may supplement the discussion, and the GDG has developed a patient handout ( Table 5 ). If antibiotics are provided, the clinician should 
What do I need to know about my neck mass?
A neck mass is an abnormal lump in the neck. A neck mass may be caused by infection, benign tumor, or a cancerous tumor. A neck mass from infection should go away completely when the infection goes away. If it does not, your health care provider will help you to choose tests to determine the cause of your neck mass.
What should I do?
• If you were given antibiotics, take them as prescribed.
• Once each week, check the size of the neck mass using your fingertips.
• Follow up with your provider to be sure that the neck mass decreases in size over time • Be sure to follow through with any tests your provider ordered.
How do I check the size of my neck mass?
Once each week, use your fingertips to check the size of the mass. How wide is the mass? 
How should I follow up with my provider?
You and your provider may stay in contact by phone, through electronic messages, by mail, or in person at the provider's office. You may need to go back to your provider's office for a repeat examination.
No matter how you follow up with your provider, be sure that the mass has gone away. If the mass does not go away, your provider will help you decide what to do next.
inform the patient about the expected time until response of the neck mass (ie, return of the lymph node to normal size, <1.5 cm) as well as the need for clinical follow-up if the mass persists. The patient and clinician are jointly responsible to ensure that the neck mass decreases in size or that a final diagnosis is made. The nature of follow-up is at the discretion of the patient and the clinician. Follow-up may entail a revisit or telephone call with the clinician, referral to a specialist, or additional testing. 48 
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to highlight the importance of patient education, counseling, and shared decision making when caring for a patient with a neck mass. The scientific literature indicates that open communication and education empower patients to make informed decisions, improve treatment adherence, and promote greater satisfaction and better outcomes. [81] [82] [83] The clinician should ensure that the patient understands the clinical significance of a neck mass deemed to be at increased risk for malignancy. The clinician or designee should counsel the patient about risk factors for malignancy, including tobacco use, excessive alcohol consumption, increased numbers of sexual partners, oral sex, and prior history of HNSCC. When possible, the clinician should encourage the patient to reduce modifiable risk factors. The clinician may choose to discuss HPV vaccine, recognizing that most patients will exceed the age limit and that the possible preventions of HNSCC are unproven. However, discussion of this, just as discussion of tobacco avoidance, is an important point of primary prevention. The clinician should also inform the patient that a lack of any of these risk factors does NOT mean that the mass is not cancer.
The clinician should explain to the patient relevant aspects of the evaluation, including diagnostic testing and specialty consultation. The clinician should discuss possible diagnoses, including carcinoma, and help the patient understand the importance of further evaluation and diagnostic testing to obtain a final diagnosis. The clinician should discuss that if a neck mass is a malignancy, it will often have started in the nasopharynx, oropharynx, or larynx (the "primary site") and that symptoms related to the primary site may develop later.
Clinicians may improve patients' adherence to the evaluation process with effective communication and education. The clinician may encourage the patient to bring a family member or friend to appointments. The patient should be allowed time for questions and discussion. Cultural diversity, language difficulties, and educational backgrounds should be considered during these discussions. Written information can be an important supplement to patient understanding and may increase patient involvement and encourage shared decision making ( Table 6) . 82, 83 
Diagnostic Procedures
The patient should have a clear understanding of necessary diagnostic examinations, including the process, urgency, risks, and benefits of each, as well as the expected time frame of test results and follow-up. It should be made clear to the patient that this is a shared decision process. The clinician will order and interpret the diagnostic procedures and give his or her opinion regarding what surgical intervention is needed. The clinician and the patient will share in the decision on what procedure will follow. 84 A detailed follow-up plan should be reviewed with the patient to include diagnostic testing and to ensure that those results are communicated in a timely fashion.
Referrals
When referred to a specialist, the patient should understand the roles of the referring clinician and the specialist. The patient should also understand the expected time frame to accomplish the specialist consultation. If the appointment is urgent, the clinician should reach out to the specialist to communicate the urgent need and obtain guidance for the diagnostic evaluation. 48, 84 STATEMENT 5. TARGETED PHYSICAL EXAMINA-TION: Clinicians should perform, or refer the patient to a clinician who can perform, a targeted physical examination (including visualizing the mucosa of the larynx, base of tongue, and pharynx), for patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy. Recommendation based on grade C aggregate evidence (observational studies) with a preponderance of benefit over harm. 
What does it mean that I have a neck mass at increased risk for malignancy?
The mass in your neck may indicate a serious medical problem. It does not mean you have cancer, but it does mean you need more evaluation to make a diagnosis. 
How will the provider examine my mouth and throat?
The provider will look in your mouth and throat with a bright light. If you wear dentures, you will need to remove them. The provider may use gauze to hold your tongue and feel the surfaces of the mouth, tongue, tonsils, or the back of your tongue. The provider may use a small mirror in your mouth to see the voice box. If a "scope" is needed, the provider may first numb the nose and throat. The provider will then place a small tube in your nose and use a camera to examine your throat. You may have mild discomfort.
What is a computerized tomography (CT) scan?
A CT scan is a series of x-rays that give more detail than regular x-rays. CT scan pictures show soft tissue and bones. The CT machine looks like a large donut that your head, neck, and chest will go through. Patients without an allergy to contrast will need an IV-that is, a needle inserted into a vein-for contrast to enhance the pictures. Risks include 1. Contrast allergy 2. Discomfort with IV placement 3. Patients with claustrophobia have minimal anxiety during this brief scan (3-5 minutes).
A CT scan uses radiation-about as much as 150 chest x-rays.
What is a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan?
An MRI scan creates pictures of the soft tissue but not the bones. An MRI does not use radiation; it uses very strong magnets. The MRI machine looks like a narrow tube that your head, neck, and chest will go inside. You will need an IV for contrast to enhance the pictures. If you have any metal or implants in your body, you may not be able to have an MRI. You must discuss this with your provider.
Risks include 1. IV contrast allergy 2. Discomfort with IV placement 3. Patients with claustrophobia may be very anxious with this lengthy scan (45-60 minutes). Your provider may provide a sedative pill.
What is a fine-needle aspiration (FNA)?
An FNA uses a small needle stuck into the mass to get a tissue sample. 
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to increase the likelihood of identifying a primary malignancy on physical examination in a patient with a neck mass at increased risk for malignancy. A targeted examination of the skin, thyroid, and salivary glands as well as the upper aerodigestive tract will often identify a primary HNSCC malignancy in a patient with regional metastasis. 85 Health care clinicians without training, expertise, or familiarity with performing such an examination should refer the patient to a specialist.
A targeted physical examination relevant for a patient with a neck mass at increased risk for malignancy includes all elements listed in Table 7 . Some of the least accessible anatomic sites may be the most important for careful examination. For example, in patients who are otherwise deemed to have an "unknown primary," the sites most likely to harbor malignancy are the nasopharynx, base of tongue, hypopharynx, and supraglottic larynx. 85 The approach to examination of these sites may differ depending on the experience of the specialist and compliance of the patient. For example, in a compliant patient, manual palpation should be used to assess for tumor in the base of tongue and tonsil fossae (Figures 3, 4) . Bimanual palpation should be used to examine the tonsils and floor of mouth (Figure 5) . Fiberoptic examination is commonly utilized to aid this detailed examination (Figure 6) . 86, 87 Imaging also may be an important adjunct, but it is not a substitute for physical examination. 85 
Neck Mass Location
Based on expected patterns of lymphatic drainage, the location of the neck mass may suggest the site of a primary malignancy. Lip and oral cavity primaries usually metastasize to lymph nodes in levels I to III; oropharyngeal, hypopharyngeal, and laryngeal primaries commonly metastasize to levels II to IV; and nasopharyngeal and thyroid primaries as well as lymphoma can spread to level V (Figure 7) . 88 While the majority of malignant neck masses arise from supraclavicular primary malignancies, 50% of masses in level IV and the supraclavicular fossa arise from primary malignancies below the clavicle, including the chest and gastrointestinal tract. 89 Skin cancers can metastasize to levels I to V as well as the external jugular, postauricular, suboccipital, and parotid regions. 88 Nasopharyngeal, tongue base, and midline oral cavity (tongue) cancers may result in bilateral cervical metastases, 89 and patients with distant lymphadenopathy may have a malignancy outside the head and neck, including lymphoma, lung, breast, or gastrointestinal tract, and should undergo thorough evaluation of those possible sources. 90 Midline neck masses warrant special consideration given the diversity of the differential diagnosis, including thyroglossal duct cyst, thyroglossal duct carcinoma, thyroid malignancy, or metastatic spread from laryngeal malignancy (Delphian node). The GDG acknowledges that experienced clinicians may be able to distinguish a midline neoplasm that is separate and distinct from a mass suggestive of metastasis from upper aerodigestive tract tumors. Clinicians are not obliged to follow the CPG if they are reasonably certain that clinical findings are not consistent with the CPG paradigm. 
Action Statement Profile
• Quality improvement opportunity: To promote timely and effective imaging assessment of a neck mass in patients deemed at risk for malignancy • Aggregate evidence quality: Grade B, randomized controlled trials, consistent evidence from observational studies • Level of confidence in evidence: High • Benefits: Ensure that when imaging is ordered, the right test is selected and contrast is given, distinguish malignant from benign masses, plan for FNA or biopsy, define extent of disease to facilitate staging, detect occult disease, guide treatment decisions, further testing and referral • Risks, harms, costs: Radiation (CT), contrast adverse reactions, anxiety, claustrophobia, cost, incidental findings, false positives, false negatives • Benefit-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm • Value judgments: None • Intentional vagueness: The clinician may choose whether to order CT or MRI based on the specific clinical situation. • Role of patient preferences: Small role. Claustrophobic patients may prefer CT over MRI. MRI may be preferable if radiation exposure is a concern. • Exceptions: Imaging recommendations may be altered in pregnancy. The protocol for contrast administration may be altered in the setting of contrast allergy or renal insufficiency.
• Policy level: Strong recommendation • Differences of opinion: None
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to emphasize the importance of obtaining neck imaging in those patients who are deemed to be at increased risk of malignancy and to provide guidance in study selection. Contrast-enhanced CT or MRI examinations obtained in patients with a neck mass of uncertain etiology will help localize and characterize the mass, assess for additional nonpalpable masses, and screen visualized organs (most notably the upper aerodigestive tract) that are potential sites of primary malignancy. Furthermore, this imaging may provide useful ancillary information, such as evidence of dental disease, granulomas of the lung apices, and salivary calculi that could suggest alternative diagnoses. The standard neck CT or MRI is protocoled to extend from the skull base to the thoracic inlet to adequately capture all structures for evaluation.
Both CT and MRI are effective tools in the assessment of neck masses, although CT has several benefits that support its utilization as a primary imaging modality. 91 CT is more readily available, costs considerably less, and is generally more easily tolerated by patients because of shorter scanning time (<5 minutes) and larger scanner bore. While CT utilizes ionizing radiation, the average dose of 3 mSv (equivalent to approximately 150 chest x-rays) is considered acceptable in the adult population. 92 MRI offers improved tissue contrast and can help detect subclinical tumors not evident with nasal endoscopy. 93 MRI is preferred when a primary tumor of the nasopharynx is suspected or when there is cranial nerve abnormality on physical examination because of its improved sensitivity to abnormalities of the skull base and in the detection of perineural spread. This benefit, however, is often offset by motion artifact related to breathing and by the inability of the patient to remain motionless for scan times that typically exceed 30 minutes. The presence of some implantable medical devices, such as pacemakers and neurostimulators, precludes MRI scanning. If dental artifact obscures visualization of the tonsillar fossa and base of tongue and if an abnormality in this area is suspected, MRI or referral to a specialist for examination should be considered.
Intravenous Contrast
Regardless of whether CT or MRI is performed, intravenous contrast should always be used, unless there is a contraindication, such as contrast allergy, renal insufficiency, or prior diagnosis that excludes the use of contrast. 91 Contrast improves characterization of the mass, particularly with regard to distinguishing cystic from solid lesions; it helps map lesion borders; and it improves identification of potentially small primary sites in the upper aerodigestive tract. KAS 8 offers additional information regarding cystic neck masses that should not be assumed to be benign cysts or abscesses. There is rarely added benefit to performing a noncontrast CT scan prior to contrast administration, and ordering a CT with and without contrast should be avoided because of the doubled radiation dose. Renal insufficiency may preclude contrast administration in both CT and MRI examinations. The MRI contrast agent gadolinium is responsible for nephrogenic systemic fibrosis, a rare but highly morbid condition associated with fibrosis of the skin, joints, eyes, and organs. 94 In the setting of severe renal insufficiency, a noncontrast MRI offers a small benefit over noncontrast CT because of its inherent superior soft tissue characterization. 91 
Other Cross-sectional Imaging Techniques
Other cross-sectional imaging techniques, such as CT or magnetic resonance angiography, may provide useful information in the setting of pulsatile lesions but are not part of routine screening neck imaging protocols. A role for routine performance of chest x-ray in the setting of a neck mass has not been established. However, if the patient is deemed at risk for a primary lung cancer on the basis of history, symptomatology, or physical examination, then the results of a chest x-ray can guide further testing and management. PET/CT (positron emission tomography with CT) is ideally reserved for those patients in whom malignancy was already diagnosed, and it is generally utilized as part of the staging process.
Ultrasound
Ultrasound can be used to characterize a neck mass, to guide percutaneous tissue sampling, and to search for additional masses. 95 It is both noninvasive and inexpensive, and it is increasingly advocated by many imagers, particularly outside the United States. Ultrasound is, however, best suited for evaluation of superficial tissue and will not adequately visualize most portions of the upper aerodigestive tract, where many primary tumors will arise. 67 Ultrasound is also operator dependent, and quality may vary considerably per the experience of the ultrasonographer. Ultrasound may be considered a first option in clinical situations excluded by this review (thyroid, salivary masses), in situations where there will be a delay in obtaining CT or MRI, if the use of contrast medium is contraindicated, or as an adjunct to expedite FNA biopsy (KAS 7).
STATEMENT 7. FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION: Clinicians should perform FNA instead of open biopsy, or refer the patient to someone who can perform FNA, for patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy when the diagnosis of the neck mass remains uncertain.
Strong recommendation based on systematic reviews with a consistent reference standard.
Action Statement Profile
• Quality improvement opportunity: Avoid unnecessary open biopsy with its associated complications and promote timely FNA as the initial pathologic test for a patient with a neck mass at increased risk of malignancy (National Quality Strategy domains: safety, effective treatment) • Aggregate evidence quality: Grade A, systematic reviews with a consistent reference standard • Level of confidence in evidence: High 
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to promote FNA as the initial diagnostic test for a patient at increased risk for a malignant neck mass and to limit the use of open biopsy. Open biopsy should be avoided whenever possible, as it has been shown to result in nonhealing wounds, regional recurrence, and distant metastasis when not performed as part of definitive treatment in the neck. 96 Issues surrounding the sampling process, the potential use of core biopsy, the collection of material for ancillary testing, and appropriate follow-up for nondiagnostic, indeterminate, and negative FNA samples are also addressed. FNA can be performed at the time of initial consultation prior to additional imaging by experienced physicians who are familiar with the technique.
FNA is an accurate, safe, and cost-effective method in the diagnosis of a neck mass and is useful for the diagnosis of malignancy in cases of metastatic squamous cell carcinoma, thyroid carcinoma, and lymphoma. A meta-analysis found an overall accuracy of 93.1% (range, 73.3%-98.0%) for FNA in the evaluation of all neck masses regardless of anatomic site (lymph node, thyroid, salivary gland) and final histologic diagnosis. The overall sensitivity was 89.6%; specificity, 96.5%; positive predictive value, 96.2%; and negative predictive value, 90.3%. 97 When analyzed by specific anatomic site, all sites had high specificity and accuracy, while thyroid and salivary gland FNA had somewhat lower sensitivities (81.1% and 82.5%, respectively) and lymph node FNA had a higher sensitivity (92.5%).
Aspiration of head and neck lesions is safe with only rare major complications reported in the literature, often in the form of single case reports. The theoretical risk of tumor seeding the needle tract was addressed in a systematic review that estimated an exceedingly low crude risk of seeding after FNA (0.00012%). 98 Given the low risk of FNA, there are no absolute contraindications to FNA of a neck mass. Vascular lesions and carotid body tumors are sometimes listed as contraindications to neck aspiration, but reports exist describing uncomplicated aspiration of such lesions 99 ; however, imaging is recommended prior to FNA for any suspected vascular lesion (eg, pulsatile or thrill on palpation; bruit on auscultation). Use of anticoagulation therapy does not result in increased risk of bleeding after neck FNA and therefore is also not considered an absolute contraindication to FNA. 100 FNA is a procedure by which a small sample of a lesion is obtained through a small-caliber needle. While negative pressure from a syringe is frequently employed, this is not necessary, and acquisition of the sample through capillary action can also be very successful (so called "French" or "Zajdela" technique or "fine-needle nonaspiration"). There are a variety of techniques, operators, and settings in which neck mass FNA may be performed; however, it is not the intention of this guideline to recommend one over the other but rather to leave this to the discretion of the clinician and patient to allow for the timeliest diagnosis. In contrast to FNA, a core needle biopsy uses a larger-gauge needle with the intention of obtaining an intact cylindrical portion of tissue. Open biopsy, which is more invasive than both FNA and core biopsy, may entail incisional or excisional biopsy.
Ancillary Tests
In many instances, an accurate diagnosis depends on the ability to perform ancillary tests on the collected specimen. Consultation with a cytopathologist can be useful to determine the best method for collection (eg, smear preparation, collection media to use) depending on the clinical differential diagnosis and laboratory preference. Determination of HPV status is increasingly important in the setting of metastatic HNSCC and can be accomplished in several different ways. At a minimum, a portion of FNA material should be submitted in formalin or other suitable fixative for cell block to allow HPV in situ hybridization/polymerase chain reaction and/or p16 immunohistochemistry in the setting of metastatic HNSCC. 101 Nasopharyngeal carcinoma presents as a carcinoma of unknown primary in the neck much less commonly than HPV-positive oropharyngeal carcinoma, 85 but collection of material for cell block will also allow for Epstein-Barr virus in situ hybridization in select circumstances. Increasingly, laboratories are able to test for HPV through molecular methods from liquid-based cytology media, and if this option is available, it should be coordinated with the pathology laboratory. 102 The collection of material for cell block is also useful in the setting of other metastatic lesions, as it allows characterization of the tumor immunophenotype and can guide the search for a primary lesion. In the setting of a possible lymphoma, collection of material in a tissue culture media such as Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium is important to allow for immunophenotypic analysis by flow cytometry. When infection is considered in the differential diagnosis, submission of some material for culture is also recommended.
FNA Results
The reporting and appropriate follow-up of FNA results are essential to clinical care. An important distinction must be made between an inadequate specimen and an adequate but indeterminate specimen. An inadequate specimen indicates an insufficient amount of well-preserved lesional material available for confident diagnosis by the pathologist. In contrast, an adequate but indeterminate sample (eg, atypical, keratin debris, or "neoplasm of uncertain malignant potential") indicates the presence of sufficient lesional material, but often due to the inherent nature of the process, definite conclusions about the precise diagnosis cannot be made. While FNA of neck masses is highly accurate, with only small numbers of false-negative diagnoses, some patients could have a delay in diagnosis/treatment as a result of such a false-negative result. An adequate and negative FNA, while reassuring in many cases, should not preclude additional diagnostic procedures for a patient with worrisome signs and symptoms, for this reason.
Following an FNA with either inadequate results or a diagnosis of benign pathology, repeat FNA may be valuable as it may diagnose a malignancy. Therefore, for a patient with worrisome signs and symptoms for whom open biopsy is contemplated, repeat FNA should be attempted prior to resorting to an open biopsy. 103 Some cases of indeterminate cytology may also benefit from repeat aspiration. Discussion with the cytopathologist may be useful in guiding the decision to repeat an FNA after an indeterminate initial result. When repeat FNA is performed, additional steps should be taken to optimize the possibility of an adequate sample and accurate diagnosis. The addition of ultrasound-guided FNA has been shown to increase specimen adequacy: it can be useful when initial palpationguided FNA is of limited diagnostic utility, 95, 104 and it can improve the diagnostic yield with cystic or necrotic masses by facilitating directed biopsy of the solid component of the cyst. 95 Finally, on-site evaluation by a cytopathologist, when available, can reduce the inadequacy rate of FNA. 105 
Core Biopsy
Core biopsy is an option after an initial inadequate or indeterminate FNA. In a meta-analysis, ultrasound-guided core biopsy was shown to have a high rate of adequacy (95%) and high accuracy (94% and 96% in detection of neoplasia and malignancy, respectively) as well as a low rate of complications (1%). 106 If history and physical examination findings strongly suggest lymphoma, then a core needle biopsy or similar tissue sampling may be considered as the first-line tissue sampling technique. In this setting, core needle biopsy has a higher sensitivity than FNA (92% vs 74%). 106 Rapid on-site evaluation by a cytopathologist can also be useful in these settings to triage tissue and direct the need for a core biopsy if preliminary cytologic findings are concerning for lymphoma. To facilitate patient education, the GDG has developed a patient handout explaining neck mass biopsy ( Table 8 ).
STATEMENT 8. CYSTIC MASSES: For patients with a neck mass deemed at increased risk for malignancy, clinicians should continue evaluation of patients with a cystic neck mass, as determined by FNA or imaging studies, until a diagnosis is obtained and should not assume that the mass is benign.
Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefit over harm. • Risks, harms, costs: Cost of additional diagnostic tests • Benefit-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm • Value judgments: Concern by the GDG that some patients receive false reassurance that a cystic mass is not of concern despite studies showing a high rate of malignancy and false-negative biopsies in such masses • Intentional vagueness: None • Role of patient preferences: None 
Action Statement Profile
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to avoid delayed diagnosis or misdiagnosis of cystic neck masses that are malignant in adult patients. Traditionally, the most common cause of a lateral cystic neck mass has been thought to be a branchial cleft anomaly. 54, 55, 107 However, a single cervical cystic lymph node metastasis can mimic a branchial cleft cyst clinically, 
Neck Mass Biopsy-What Should the Patient Expect?
What is a biopsy?
A biopsy involves taking a sample of tissue from the neck mass. This sample of tissue is looked at under the microscope by a pathologist (a specialized doctor) to make a diagnosis. A biopsy is a common test to check for cancer. There are different types of biopsies that can be done. The type of biopsy performed is based on your history and the location of your mass. What are the different types of biopsies? 1. Fine-needle aspiration (FNA) An FNA is the best initial test to diagnose a neck mass. A small needle is put into the mass, and tissue is pulled out. An FNA is often done in your doctor's office. It is well tolerated by most patients.
Risks include
• Discomfort • Bruising • Infection • Not getting enough tissue for a diagnosis 2. Core biopsy A core biopsy is another way to diagnose a neck mass. A core biopsy may be done instead of or after an FNA. A core biopsy uses a slightly larger needle and gets a larger piece of tissue. It is well tolerated and has a low risk of complications.
• radiologically, and even histologically if not examined thoroughly. 20 This is especially true in papillary thyroid carcinoma, lymphoma, and oropharyngeal carcinoma. Benign and malignant salivary gland neoplasms may also be cystic. Imaging characteristics suggestive of malignant processes (large size, central necrosis with rim enhancement after contrast, multiple enlarged lymph nodes, extracapsular spread, asymmetric thickness of the wall, areas of nodularity, and nonconforming nature of the cystic wall) should be assessed when a cystic neck mass is observed. 72 Up to 62% of neck metastases from Waldeyer ring sites (tonsils, nasopharynx, and base of tongue) are cystic, and 10% of malignant cystic neck masses present without an obvious primary tumor. 54 Although the overall incidence of malignancy in a given cystic neck mass is only 4% to 24%, 54,103,108,109 the incidence of cancer in a cystic neck mass increases to 80% in patients >40 years old. 109 As the incidence of HPV-positive oropharyngeal HNSCC continues to increase, the proportion of cystic neck masses that are malignant will continue to rise as well.
Malignant cystic neck lesions in the adult are often difficult to differentiate from benign cysts (eg, branchial cleft cysts) on the basis of imaging due to similar appearance or on FNA due to the paucity of diagnostic cellular material. Depending on the clinical scenario, FNA may need to be repeated, possibly with image guidance to direct the needle into any solid components or the cyst wall. 95 While the sensitivity of FNA is lower in cystic cervical metastases (73%) 103 versus solid masses (90%), 97 FNA should be used as the first-line modality for histologic assessment for any adult with a cystic neck mass. In the absence of a potential primary malignancy site in the oral cavity, pharynx, or larynx amenable to biopsy, if malignancy is suspected in the neck mass and repeated FNA or image-guided FNA are inadequate or benign, an expedient open excisional biopsy is recommended to establish a definitive diagnosis. Excisional biopsy is preferred, especially with regard to cystic masses, to reduce the risk of tumor spillage into the wound. 
STATEMENT 9. ANCILLARY TESTS: Clinicians should obtain additional ancillary tests based on the patient's history and physical examination when a patient with a neck mass is at increased risk for malignancy and/or does
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to help the clinician resolve uncertainty about the etiology of a neck mass in those patients for whom the diagnosis was not made with imaging and FNA or to assist the clinician in confirming a suspected nonmalignant diagnosis. These ancillary tests are rarely able to make the diagnosis alone, 1 but when combined with history, examination, imaging, and FNA, targeted testing provides supplementary information that may aid the clinician in finding an accurate diagnosis. 8 The decision to obtain any of these tests should be based on the clinician's clinical suspicion for a particular disease. It is not recommended that these tests be obtained in patients for whom there is no clinical suspicion of the associated disease. Ancillary testing may be appropriate for patients regardless of risk status and may be performed at any time during the workup of a neck mass. Importantly, however, for patients who are at increased risk, ancillary testing should be performed simultaneously with the malignancy workup to avoid delayed cancer diagnosis. Table 9 provides an overview of some of the more common ancillary tests useful in the evaluation of neck mass of unknown etiology. The outlined tests may be high yield when the physical examination or history indicates elevated clinical concern for 1 of the suspected diseases. Additionally, Appendix 1 (available at in the online version of the article) provides a more comprehensive differential diagnosis for causes of a neck mass, categorized according to duration of the mass, location, and patient history and physical examination findings expected with the diagnosis. 
Action Statement Profile
• Quality improvement opportunity: To improve understanding that a neck mass may be a metastatic lesion from a primary aerodigestive site and that identification of these lesions improves treatment outcomes (National Quality Strategy domains: safety, effective treatment)
• 
Supporting Text
The purpose of this statement is to promote thorough evaluation of the upper aerodigestive tract and to reduce the incidence of open biopsy of neck masses prior to such evaluation. The panel recognizes that there is variability in this approach by clinicians and has focused the discussion on the broad concepts and strategies that have been advocated in the literature to identify a primary tumor.
In the setting of a persistent neck mass that has evaded diagnosis with repeated FNA, imaging, ancillary tests, and comprehensive physical examination, endoscopy under anesthesia with biopsies, if indicated, should be performed prior to open neck biopsy. Thorough evaluation of the upper aerodigestive tract under anesthesia may reveal a primary tumor site as the source of metastatic spread to the regional lymph node and thus obviate the need for and potential complications of an open neck biopsy. The reasons for attempting to avoid open neck biopsy, if possible, aside from known operative risks of bleeding, infection, and nerve injury, include the potential for higher rates of tumor seeding, wound sepsis and necrosis, local recurrence, and distant metastasis 96, 110 in patients undergoing open biopsy for malignancy. Patients with HPV-positive oropharyngeal HNSCC may not have the same poor outcomes because of the improved responsiveness of these tumors to modern therapy, 52, 53 but tumor seeding of the skin and neck compartments has been demonstrated with open biopsy of HPV-positive HNSCC. 52 Examination under anesthesia includes several techniques for identifying the primary tumor in the upper aerodigestive tract. First and foremost is deep palpation of sites that may be inaccessible in the office setting, including the base of tongue, tonsil fossa, and posterior pharyngeal wall. This is complemented with visualization of all mucosal surfaces through operative laryngoscopy with the addition of nasopharyngoscopy, esophagoscopy, and bronchoscopy based on clinical judgement. Abnormal lesions can be biopsied with immediate frozen section tissue analysis, while directed biopsies of normal-appearing tissue may also be performed if there is a high level of suspicion of an upper aerodigestive tract primary. A recommendation for intensifying the primary tumor search in such manner prior to a confirmed malignancy diagnosis is beyond the scope of this document.
Open Biopsy
If all efforts-including repeated FNA, imaging, and examination of the upper aerodigestive tract under anesthesia-have failed to yield a diagnosis, an open biopsy may be required. This could be performed in the same setting as the examination under anesthesia, provided appropriate consent and patient engagement in the decision process. Some have advised that open biopsy be undertaken only after discussion with the patient about the possibility of proceeding to completion neck dissection during the same setting if the frozen section analysis indicated HNSCC. Regardless, for most masses, the incision for open biopsy should be planned so that it could be extended to a larger incision if a neck dissection might ever be performed. 50, 52, 53, 88, 111, 112 Excisional biopsy is preferable to prevent tumor spillage, especially with regard to cystic masses, but may not be feasible in cases of large, solid, or matted masses adherent to vital structures, where excisional techniques may increase the risk of bleeding and/or nerve injury. 113, 114 
Preoperative Patient Education
To support the patient physically and emotionally, the surgeon or his or her designee should provide patient-friendly information. This should include explanation of the rationale, risks, and benefits of surgery as well as discussion of the patient's expectations regarding management of postoperative pain. Patients should be encouraged to ask questions and to promptly inform the surgeon of unexpected symptoms that arise postoperatively. In a systematic review of preoperative education for cancer patients undergoing surgery, patients receiving preoperative education overall had increased satisfaction, increased knowledge, and, in some studies, reduced anxiety. 115 Another systematic review that evaluated preoperative education in patients receiving orthopedic surgery reported reduced postoperative pain medication and increased self-efficacy. 116 To facilitate patient education, the GDG has developed patient handouts explaining neck biopsy ( Table 8) and examination of the upper aerodigestive tract under anesthesia ( Table 10) .
The patient should be encouraged to bring written questions as well as a support person to consultation appointments. The consultant may be proactive by providing patients and their caregivers answers to frequently asked questions. All test results should be explained simply and clearly. If cancer or other ominous diagnosis is made, the clinician should be aware that the patient may not be able to integrate all the information at one time, and the clinician should be receptive to multiple inquiries from the patient regarding his or her condition.
Research Needs
During the process of guideline development, several important gaps in knowledge were identified regarding the epidemiology and appropriate management of adult neck masses. The guideline recommendations would be strengthened with research seeking to clarify this information.
Several questions arose regarding the etiology and epidemiology of neck masses:
• What is the overall incidence of neck masses as a presenting symptom, for all diagnoses (including inflammatory masses)? • What is the incidence of persistent neck masses (noninflammatory)? • How is the incidence of persistent neck masses expected to change as a result of increased incidence of HPV-positive HNSCC? • What is the overall cost burden of evaluation and diagnosis of neck masses? • What is the current length of delay in diagnosis of HNSCC presenting as a neck mass, and what is the impact of delay on outcomes?
Other questions arose regarding management issues:
• How long is too long in terms of the duration of a neck mass before workup is indicated? (The GDG, citing other literature, states that the period should be 2 weeks.) • Does an FNA performed before CT scan interfere with appropriate radiology read of the neck mass? • For cystic masses, are there any radiologic findings that can be identified that would lead to a higher suspicion for malignancy? • What is the incidence of open biopsy, and what is the long-term impact on outcomes?
Implementation Considerations
The clinical practice guideline is published as a supplement to Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, which will facilitate reference and distribution. A full-text version of the guideline will be accessible, free of charge, at http://www. entnet.org. The guideline will be presented to AAO-HNSF members as a miniseminar at the 2017 AAO-HNSF Annual Meeting & OTO Experience. Existing brochures and publication by the AAO-HNSF will be updated to reflect the guideline's recommendations. As a supplement to clinicians, an algorithm of the guideline's action statements has been provided (Figure 1) . The algorithm allows for a more rapid understanding of the guideline's logic and the sequence of the action statements. The GDG hopes that the algorithm can be adopted as a quick reference guide to support the implementation of the guideline's recommendations.
Disclaimer
The clinical practice guideline is provided for information and educational purposes only. It is not intended as a sole source of guidance in evaluating neck masses. Rather, it is designed to assist clinicians by providing an evidence-based framework for decision-making strategies. The guideline is not intended to replace clinical judgment or establish a protocol for all individuals with this condition and may not provide the only appropriate approach to diagnosing and managing this program of care. As medical knowledge expands and technology advances, clinical indicators and guidelines are promoted as conditional and provisional proposals of what is recommended under specific conditions but are not absolute. Guidelines are not mandates; these do not and should not purport to be a legal standard of care. The responsible clinician, in light of all circumstances presented by the individual patient, must determine the appropriate treatment. Adherence to these guidelines will not ensure successful patient outcomes in every situation. The AAO-HNSF emphasizes that these clinical guidelines should not be deemed to include all proper treatment decisions or methods of care, or to exclude other treatment decisions or methods of care reasonably directed to obtaining the same results. 
What is examination (endoscopy) under anesthesia?
Examination under anesthesia is performed by a surgeon to evaluate the back of your throat, voice box, the back of your nose, upper trachea (breathing tube), and upper esophagus (swallowing tube).
Why do I need an examination under anesthesia?
This test allows a complete evaluation of the back of your nose and throat, your voice box, the windpipe, and esophagus (swallowing tube). If your doctor sees an area of concern, he or she will take a small piece of tissue for evaluation (biopsy).
How is this examination performed?
Examination under anesthesia is performed in the operating room. You will be asleep with general anesthesia. A scope with attached camera is inserted through your mouth and into your throat, voice box, windpipe, and esophagus.
How will I feel after the procedure?
After general anesthesia, you may feel sleepy for a day. You will be able to eat and drink as you did before the procedure. You will receive medication for pain.
You may have the following symptoms:
• A sore throat lasting 1-2 days • Hoarse voice • Coughing or spitting up small amount of blood for 1-3 days
What are the risks of examination under anesthesia?
A risk is a problem that you might have.
Some risks include
• Reaction to anesthesia • Bleeding that may recur where the tissue samples were taken • Damage to teeth • Swelling where tissue samples were taken may cause difficulty breathing • Damage to the back of the throat or esophagus (swallowing tube)
When will I receive my results?
After the examination under anesthesia, your doctor will be able to tell you what he or she saw and if biopsies were taken. Biopsy results will take at least a few days, sometimes longer. Your doctor will call you or schedule a follow-up visit to review the biopsy results.
Call your doctor if you experience
• Severe bleeding or any bleeding >3 days • Fever >101°F
• Inability to swallow • Vomiting • Difficulty breathing
